FREEDOMS OR RIGHTS? A COURT DECIDING WHILE
COMFORTABLY NUMB
LYDIA KRIKI
EU was quite a lot valiant back in 1957, when the Treaty of Rome established the dogma of
free movement, paving the road for what was considered to be an economic integration. The dogma
was founded on the principle of freedom relating to goods; and the subsequent EU Treaties
strengthened the freedom of movement for services, persons and capital. However, they were not
all the freedoms equally developed. For many years, it seemed that the European Union gave a
fairly obvious advantage to the economic significance instead of focalizing on its people and the
parameters of their needs. Subsequently, striking a balance between fundamental freedoms and
fundamental rights has become a frequent exercise for the CJEU ever since, as well as a difficult
puzzle. Bearing in mind that the digital era brings new challenges for both the circulation of
commodities and the preservation of rights, the puzzle gets more and more complex: a tug-of-war
between the tech-giants and our information privacy. By using the proportionality principle as its
most effective weapon, the CJEU has built a convincing case-law, one step at time. However,
does it really find the appropriate balance, or the conundrum is more complex than it seems? The
present paper attempts to answer this question.

1

COMING TOGETHER: TRYING TO COMBINE EU’S
FUNDAMENTALS

The European Union started to be built, as it is often said, ‘from the rooftop’; while the
rational option for setting the foundations would be concentrating on unifying concepts such
as human rights considerations, the Union did not begin quite orthodoxically. The EU
founding fathers chose to initiate the integration project focusing on ‘a carefully limited set
of economic concerns’1, instead of working on a more human-oriented basis. The Union
began to emerge as a constitutional structure after the adoption of the Maastricht Treaty in
1992,2 where the institutional shift from the European Economic Community to European
Union took place. After that, the Union started to smooth its ordo-liberal origins and to get
reshaped into a constitutional entity;3 in other words, this led European Union to become an
organization based on an economic constitution. The economic constitution builds upon the
idea of a state based on the rule of law (Rechtsstaat), where legal rules enforceable by
individuals limit both economic and political power.4 Within such a state, recourse to legal
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procedures serves to resolve conflicts between the political and economic spheres. 5 In that
sense, such a kind of constitution would play the role of restituting the primary schism lying
in the heart of the Union. A schism which could be aptly summarized under the headline
‘freedoms or rights’ and which emanates from the clash of two different school of thoughts.
The first school advocates for the protection of economic freedoms, while the second for
the institutionalization of the human rights.6
This clash implies naturally a lack of cohesion for the Union law and creates problems
of an a priori hierarchy between the opposing principles. And although figuring out a possible
hierarchy is a necessary prerequisite, this is not always the question. The real question that
torments the European legal order is whether the whole EU structure, from the institutions’
organization, to the European Court of Justice way of deciding, has favored the economic
freedoms at the expense of fundamental rights. The fundamental freedoms have acquired
the character of a primary rule in the EU legal context; however, they should not be given ‘a
higher status than that awarded to other fundamental rights and values in the Community
legal order’.7

2

REACH OUT AND TOUCH FAITH: FROM MOVEMENT OF
PERSONS TO MOVEMENT OF RIGHTS

Quite often, the fact that the fundamentals of Europe were always the economic freedoms
and not the human rights, finds loyal supporters. What is argued by the defenders of this
tactic, is that in the dawn of EU many freedoms were granted and fortified, enhancing the
human rights status across all Europe. The EC Treaty provided for economic freedoms
which were previously unheard both for natural and legal persons, as it carved the road for
the imposition of a general prohibition of discrimination regarding nationality. It also
introduced the principle of equal pay for equal work, designating the gender discrimination
as unacceptable,8 already in 1950s. However, as the aphorism states, ‘hell is full of good
meanings, while heaven is full of good works’, meaning that maybe enshrinement of these
principles might be nothing but the byproduct of economic calculations. At that time, the
Pays-Bas and the Rhine province in Germany were flooded by thousands of migrants, coming
from the poor South, willing enough to work in the mining sites of Wallonia and Westphalia.
Allowing them to freely circulate intra portas was of major importance if this workforce was
to be exploited. Moreover, equality of sexes was brought in for reasons lying on the side of
fair competition: if women’s employment was not described in the law, the avoidance of the
unfair dumping of labor costs would be unachievable.9 So, how rights-directed was EC in its
first steps? The introduction of fundamental principles was not an empowerment
framework, but rather a pseudo-legal move serving its own purposes.
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European Union had not a bill of rights for more than 50 years;10 we cannot say that
this was a pro rights stance in any case. The ECJ tried to act as the protector of the rights from
the very beginning, but at the same time it was remarkably negative to be called a ‘human
rights court’. The Court spoke about the human rights gravity for the first time in Stauder.11
There, it stated in a very short wording that human rights enjoy the same level of judicial
protection as the rest of the general principles of Community.12 Moreover, in its baby steps
towards rights protection the Court accepted much influence from international law, as was
made quite clear in the Nold13 decision. It is not a coincidence that, prior to the Rome Treaty,
another signing of a treaty in the region had taken place: an international law human-rights
convention, the ECHR.
ECJ’s innate tendency not to abide by ECHR and to fabricate normative hinders to its
adoption has always been a problem for the rights protection standards inside EU. This
might justify some scholars’ suspiciousness to this turn of ECJ. Some of them supported
that the Court reconstructed its case-law because of the competition developed between it
and the Federal Courts of the Member States. In its Solange decision,14 the Federal
Constitutional Court of Germany seemed to ‘concede’ the close scrutiny of the human rights
protection to ECJ; the Federal Court ruled that by then the level of the Union protection
had advanced notably so the fundamental rights had not to be protected by national courts
– an effective and sufficient protection was guaranteed on the Union layer.15 The German
Federal Court was challenging the European Law’s supremacy for over a decade through the
vehicle of human rights scrutiny. This direct contestation pushed the Court, according to
some writers, to reinforce the rights framework in the Union, aiming to impose the primacy
of EU law. In other words, the human rights initiatives were again side-effects of institutional
self-seeking.
During the next years, ECJ through its docket expanded the rights-related case-law;
however, this always happened in a way of being ancillary to something else. Many rights
were recognized as being valid justifications for the restriction of the freedom of
movement16; others were recognized because they were benefitting in parallel economic
principles, as the one of pluralism in competition17; and a whole category of rights, them of
social security, were developed as a motivation for a raise in occupation.18
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Hence, does this push us to the conclusion that the ECJ’ s case-law was formed as a
strictly defensive one? If yes, then the legal and political commitments of the EU institutions
to human rights might all be opportunistic. This can be better evaluated if we look up to the
status bestowed to fundamental rights inside the EU establishment.
2.1 PROVOKING EU’S SACRED AND HOLY: THE STATUS OF FUNDAMENTAL
RIGHTS
The fundamental rights had not a formal recognition as part of EU law, until the adoption
of the Maastricht Treaty via what became Article 6 TEU and is now, under the Treaty of
Lisbon,19 enshrined in Articles 2 and 6 TEU. The amendments that the Lisbon Treaty
brought marked a new phase in the important expansion of fundamental rights protection in
the framework of EU, by inter alia, declaring the Charter to be legally binding. It also vested
the Charter the same legal value with the Treaties, making it primary law.
Article 6 TEU under its current form identifies a three-pronged approach to the EU
system of fundamental rights: (i) the Charter of Fundamental Rights elevated to the same
status as the Treaties, (ii) the article urged for EU accession to the European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR) and, (iii) provided a reaffirmation of the general principles of Union
law as a source of fundamental rights, taking into account the ECHR and the constitutional
traditions common to the Member States.20
But the changes are not evident only in the legislative field: the case law is also full of
examples where fundamental rights considerations have determined (or at least affected) the
outcome of the case.
2.1[a] Freedoms and Rights: Should We Attempt an Equation?
Despite the legal gravity the rights may have to the course of a legal decision, skepticism still
exists towards their usefulness in the ranks of EU jurists. In reality, all the factors
championing for the fundamental freedoms’ promotion think that the same level of social
protection could be afforded through the common market’s integration,21 and that this
protection would be more efficient than the one achieved through the fundamental rights
use. Fundamental freedoms ensure an inherent respect to the equality principle which, if
applied by all Member States, will serve as an appropriate substitute for the rights protection.
However, this thought hides a logical fallacy: the supporters of such ideas forget that the
fundamental freedoms and the fundamental rights regulate two different fields of the
spectrum of the human comportment. While the freedoms are dedicated since their very
creation to regulating and liberating the economic, exoteric activities the individual carries
out, the rights always serve the purpose of safeguarding an intrinsic value the human being
Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the European
Community [2007] OJ C306/01.
20 Sionaidh Douglas-Scott, ‘The European Union and Human Rights after the Treaty of Lisbon’ (2011)
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equal terms in the common market. Without the rules on freedom of movement and competition, it would be
impossible to achieve the Community’s fundamental aim of having a functioning common market’. See C438/05 Opinion AG Maduro ECR [2007] I-10779, para. 33.
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bears by the mere fact of being borne as such. These two spheres are not overlapping, but
only in a very small scale: where the self-fulfillment implies the exercise of an economic
initiative. In any other case, these two categories are clearly distinctive in an Aristotelian
sense22: freedoms head towards potentiality and try to make it effectuated; rights are referred
to the actuality of the person and his unique quality he carries naturally, i.e. dignity.
The analogy between the two fundamentals of the European legal order can be seen
through the prism of philosophy in a broader sense. In other words, if we want to come to
a conclusion about the statement ‘fundamental freedoms can be considered as fundamental
rights themselves’ we should examine it according to a philosophical concept serving as the
measurement, i.e. the egalitarian conception of justice.23 This conception was expressed by
John Rawls and its theory of justice, which set eyes on justice as fairness. According to it, the
two principles of justice, summarized in a request for equal rights and one for elimination of
social inequality, stand in a lexical hierarchy, where the first one is lexically prior to the
second. If someone brings this theory into the EU legal environment, then he would be able
to distinguish between the situations in which the Treaty freedoms protect equality of
opportunity and the situations where they protect market access in a larger framework. 24
In the cases where the Treaty freedoms prohibit national measures which are of
discriminatory nature, such as the measures which impose a double regulatory burden,25 they
can be considered as fundamental rights promoting the principle of fair equality of
opportunity. Accordingly, if we accept Rawls’ lexical hierarchy between the two principles,
we come to the conclusion that the hierarchy is rather reversed to the one the ECJ suggests:
the fundamental rights associated with the first principle of justice take precedence over the
Treaty freedoms and the principle of fair equality of opportunity. Only if we choose to reject
this order, we assume that we might accept the Treaty freedom as equivalent to the
fundamental rights.
Coming briefly to a second point, the Treaty freedoms when prohibiting national
measures which are not discriminatory, but have a limitation effect on the EU market, cannot
be seen as fundamental rights. Under this function the Treaty freedoms aim to guarantee the
competitiveness of the markets of the Member States: this goal is not an interest justifying
the freedoms to be awarded the status of fundamental rights. However, is this broad-market
access test really what the Court relies upon? In this aspect, the ECJ case law lacks
coherence.26 And despite the fact some contend the Court has abandoned the Keck formula
relating to the type of rules affecting the trans-national trade, this is not true.27
After the line of thought exposed before, it is evident that whenever the Court relies
on a broad market-access test, it should not claim for the Treaty freedoms a status
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hierarchically equal (or superior) to that of fundamental rights. It would be wiser for the
Court to apply the Rawls-based differentiation between the two versions of the Treaty
freedoms. In consequence, following the abovementioned interpretation, the answer to our
initial question is negative: the EU fundamental freedoms cannot serve as fundamental rights
themselves. Implementing the concept of ‘primary social goods’ under the Rawlsian social
welfare function, it becomes evident that, as the freedoms serve an ‘opportunity-open-to-all’
purpose only under circumstances, they cannot rank as high as the fundamental rights in the
value scale of a legal order.
2.1[b] Equalizing Means Confusing: Simplistic Approaches
It is not uncommon for the discussed concepts to be subsumed under a single,
undifferentiated status and crushed by a convenient, ‘one-fits-all’ manipulation. Indeed, the
Court itself has been trapped many times before in this simplistic schema, as it insists to take
a unified normative approach. Unfortunately, this approach undermines structures in every
level – national or supranational. ECJ now requires that all state institutions and state law
conform to European free movement norms, but also that the particular actions of individual
unions do as well – even for particular individuals.28
According to Lasser, there are two ways of conceptualizing the problem created by the
ECJ’s unified approach to fundamental rights and freedoms: the first one is to think of it as
the ‘microscope problem’.29 The Court chooses to focus on the ‘micro-level’ to search into a
particular act of a very specific private actor and its possibility to breach the standards set by
the free movement principles. This leads the Court to work in a level of high specialization,
but also somehow to exclude the valuable context of any case. Any action brought before
ECJ is part of a larger problem and functions as an indicator of an anomaly in a more general
relations structure. If the Court chooses to interpret particular sides of these complexities
(especially if these are closely linked to any domestic law regulations), it fails to see the bigger
picture and ignores intentionally the useful surroundings.
The second way to conceptualize this more general problem is to draw an analogy with
administrative management. If someone chooses to see each district as a distinct unity
isolated from the rest of the population, he might succeed a high grade of individualized
solutions, achieving efficiency and productivity. However, the problem remains: the courts
fail to face up the disputes as systemic difficulties, and they prefer to parcel out the different
kinds of conflicts, ending up to a ‘piecemeal’ consideration of the legal order. After all, the
commentators themselves admit that the Court’s consistent position is a case-by-case approach,
implying that this choice entails more efficacious answers. What they overlook, however, is
that this approach may lead to arbitrary results. Taking into consideration that the majority
of the EU Member States are Civil law legal orders, where the whole legal system appears to
be a mosaic of many different elements (private, public, criminal, international or civil law
are seen as discernible fields),30 the ECJ’ s practice is proved to be in conflict with this
mentality: the EU Court continues to zoom into each individual fragment of the mosaic,
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insisting that it conforms independently to a given rule. Such a short-sighted point of view
damages the main advantage of the mosaic, i.e. its normative richness, which offers a
panorama of solutions, generated by its heterogeneity.
Viking and Laval cases
One of the judgments where this was aptly depicted, is the Viking case.31 In this case, the two
concepts clashing were the fundamental freedom of establishment, enshrined in Union law,
and the fundamental right to collective action, under the Finnish national law. The judgment
focused on whether the workers’ union fundamental rights on collective action infringed the
company’s fundamental freedom to move its registered seat within the EU, and on what
lengths this what justified or not. The result was admittedly disappointing: the Court saw
with suspicion the collective action and proceeded to a draw a picture of the social rights as
the ones being instrumental, without carrying value on their own terms. 32 That was a quite
alarming outcome from a fundamental rights perspective: implementation of the horizontal
effect of Treaty provisions on trade unions would facilitate their potential liability which was
extended to the free movement of services and establishment field.
On the other hand, this analysis has never been conducted so far in the opposite
direction: there is no example in the ECJ’ s case-law where the judiciary investigates the
possibility of a firm’s fundamental freedom of establishment to entail an infringement on the
unions’ right to strike – justified or not. This absence strongly indicates a ‘hidden’ hierarchical
structure in the EU legal system, since the Court systematically treats rights as the derogation
to the rule, not as an equivalent rule opposing another. If we combine this mindset with the
strict scrutiny of the fundamental rights exceptions the Court imposes, then no ‘fundamental’
status characterizes fundamental rights. The situation grows more problematic if one takes
into consideration that the Court does not explain this option and it never address the
question of why it applies the proportionality analysis asymmetrically.33 The result of this
condition is a ‘protective shield’ to be created for the liberal market freedoms, since they
have not to face the normative obstacles and the preconditions to their application the rights
have to supersede from their part. The status emerging is that the one type of rule enjoys a
kind of immunity, as the second type of rule plays the role of its supplement. The Viking
case exemplifies this practice: the Court is not even bothered to expose in its reasoning the
incentives for its choice to promote the freedom of establishment instead of the right to
strike.
A similar line of argument was followed in another decision regarding collective
workers’ rights in the EU: the Laval case.34 There, the Court stated as follows:
The fundamental nature of the rights to take collective action is not such as to render
Community law inapplicable to such action, taken against an undertaking established in
Case C-438/05 Transport Workers’ Federation and Finnish Seamen’s Union v. Viking Line and OÜ Viking Line
Eesti [2007] ECR I-10779.
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another Member State which posts workers in the framework of the transnational
provision of services.35
Accordingly, it concluded that the fact that industrial action aimed at obtaining terms and
conditions which went beyond the minimum established by law made it less attractive for
undertakings to carry out its business in the Member State: therefore, it constituted a
restriction on the freedom to provide services, guaranteed under the Treaty. Consequently,
industrial action to impose terms in the absence of legally enforceable national provisions,
could not be justified under EU law. This decision also drew heavy criticism, as Viking did:
for many, these decisions’ verdict meant a significant opportunity was given to social
dumping and unfair competition, respectively.36
And even for those stating that the level of protection offered by the freedoms would
sometimes be considered to serve in social justice’s favour, the answer came directly from
the EU institutions themselves: after the two judgments of Viking and Laval came to the
light, a resolution was adopted by the European Parliament in 2008,37 emphasizing that
The freedom to provide services is one of the cornerstones of the European project;
however, this should be balanced […] against fundamental rights and the social
objectives set out in the Treaties, and […] against the right of the public and social
partners to ensure […] the improvement of working conditions.
The resolution made a reference to the Charter of Fundamental Rights, too, since collective
bargaining and collective action are expressly enshrined in it.38 To many States’
disappointment, the Council and the European Commission felt no need to react in an
analogous way to the Court’s developments, but since the Parliament, the organ which is the
epicenter of democratic control in the Union39 did so, it held more gravity.
2.2 THE BALANCE EXERCISE IN THE NEW CONTEXT: PROPORTIONALITY
AFTER THE CHARTER
Since the aforementioned case-law was produced before the Charter of Fundamental Rights
of EU come into force, it is also necessary to examine if the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty
made any crucial difference for the way the fundamental rights were treated in the EU legal
context. As already said, a new impetus was given by the Article 6 TEU, which signifies the
Charter’s binding force and declares that the latter codifies the ECJ case law, referring to
fundamental rights as general principles of Union law. Subsequently, the real question
emerging after that is whether the Charter is nothing but a simply codifying document, a
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synopsis of already known general principles, or if it is a self-standing source of law, bearing
its own added value.40
2.2[a] ECJ: The Girl with Kaleidoscope Eyes
In general, the Charter could be described as a more expanded collection of the rights already
contained in the various European and international conventions and the Members’ national
constitutions. The novelty compared to other similar texts is that the Charter introduces a
division between ‘principles’ and ‘rights.’ More specifically, Article 52 of the Charter reads as
follows:
The provisions […] which contain principles may be implemented by legislative and
executive acts taken by institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of the Union, and
by acts of Member States.... They shall be judicially cognizable only in the
interpretation of such acts and in the ruling on their legality.41
The provision proved to be much contentious and vague, some of the commentators
proposing that it was implying some of the provisions to be ‘only programmatic principles
and not judicially enforceable rights.’42 The Court has not yet bring in its view on this rivalry
in any of its fundamental rights judgments: it had the opportunity to address this question in
the Yoshida Iida case,43 however no link with EU law could be established within the meaning
of Article 51 and the Court dropped the case.
Similarly, in the Ruiz Zambrano44 case the Court did not deal with the applicability of
the fundamental rights. And despite the fact that Advocate General Sharpston opined for
the extension of the application of fundamental rights to situations in which the EU is
competent to act,45 irrespective of the type of competence or its actual exercise, no answer
was given regarding this subject.
What did not happen for the fundamental rights, however, happened for a freedom
‘disguised’ as right: the freedom to conduct business. This freedom is enshrined in the
Charter itself,46 therefore being vested a more constitutional attire comparing to the other
economic freedoms of the Union law. Nevertheless, and despite the fact that it is named as
a freedom, it ‘bears the signs of a principle in the sense of Article 52(5)’.47 This being the
situation, the Court did not abstain from the interpretation of an economic principle, while
See European Parliament, Conclusions of the Cologne European Council (June 1999). There, it becomes
clear that the European Council gave the mandate for a Charter which would consolidate what was existing,
not for creating anything new.
41 Article 52(5) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
42 Francesca Ferraro and Jesus Carmona, ‘Fundamental Rights in the European Union: The role of the
Charter after the Lisbon Treaty’ (2015) European Parliament Research Service,
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2015/554168/EPRS_IDA%282015%29554168_
EN.pdf (emphasis added).
43 Case C-40/11 Yoshikazu Iida v Stadt Ulm [2012] EU:C:2012:691.
44 Case C- 34/09 Gerardo Ruiz Zambrano v Office national de l’emploi (ONEm) [2011] ECR I-01177.
45 Opinion of AG Eleanor Sharpston, Case C- 34/09 Gerardo Ruiz Zambrano v Office national de l’emploi
(ONEm) [2011] ECR I-01177, para 163.
46 Article 16 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
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it did not do the same for a right. Consequently, in Scarlet Extended, it did not hesitate to rule
on the application of Article 52(1) of the Charter and the limitations imposed on the freedom
to conduct business.48 The Court concluded that the latter was violated by an injunction
aiming at protecting the intellectual property rights enjoyed by copyright holders.49 In such a
way, the Court reached another method for horizontality to be achieved. By virtue of Article
16 of the Charter, private actors are able to enjoy more explicitly the protection of their
autonomy, as public regulation is seen as a restriction and the private parties are relied on the
freedom to conduct business in order to develop their economic initiatives.50 This might lead
one to think that Article 16 is a Trojan horse for the fundamental rights: the freedom to
conduct business becomes a constitutionalized liberal concept, attaining an upgrade of the
economic principles to fundamental rights. The case of Article 16 adds a new element to the
relationship between the two fundamentals. It is the vivid example of the freedoms not only
suffocating rights, but also substituting them. This change alters the balance between
freedoms and the social rights, as the principles, vague to their concept, are most of the times
colored with liberal contours and they do not remain ideologically neutral.51 This further
supports the conclusion that the Court resorts to odd techniques in order to serve EU’s
financial – driven purposes. Except from having a corrosive effect on the fundamental rights
status, this also raises questions for the usefulness of the introduction of the Charter itself.
According to the author’s view, in EU we were witnesses of a legal paradox: the
enactment of the Union’s bill of rights had, in fact, a chilling effect on the application of the
fundamental rights. And the example of the freedom to conduct business is not the only
indicator; since Article 51 demands for its application only in case the Member States act
implementing EU law, this means an extremely restrictive interpretation for the fundamental
rights access to the EU legal order. Respectively, the Court has adopted a varied approach to
the application of the Charter to national rules: when the internal market connection seems
to be stronger, the Court is more willing to assert its jurisdiction and apply Charter
fundamental rights to national rules, using them as a tool to strengthen internal market
rights.52 Again the balance between the EU’s fundamentals is disrupted and the rights are
instrumentalized for freedoms’ sake. On the contrary, when the internal market connection
is weaker (even when there is a clear connection to EU law, such as in citizenship cases), the
Court is far more reluctant to impose fundamental rights standards on national rules. Both
the case law on coordinating legislation and the case law on Article 51 of the Charter seem
to depict a subservience of EU rights to the interest of EU integration – at least in relation
to the application of the Charter to national rules.53
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Moreover, from a procedural standpoint, the Court recognized the command to
conciliate rights with freedoms, by imposing a shift in the burden of proof. This was
translated into that, unlike to what the ECHR asks for, they are the rights defenders who
have to justify their actions and prove that the restriction due to the rights exercise is justified.
If the situation was reversed and they were the freedoms advocates who should prove that
any restriction of human rights is acceptable, we would be justified to think that the rights
are the rule and the freedoms the exception. But the Court once more, chooses to cast a vote
for the opposite, as we contended in the previous sections.
The Court has many times reiterated the phrase which summarizes its steadfast
position: ‘we are not a human rights court’.54 Its reluctance to admit itself as a human rights
jurisdiction has been going on even after the inauguration of the Charter in the EU territory:
the Court confirmed this stance in the Opinion 2/13,55 and follows constantly a frustrating
interpretation of the Charter’s horizontal provisions.
As Brown has said: ‘the language of breach of economic rights suggests that it remains
something which is at the heart wrong, but tolerated, which sits rather uneasily with the
State’s paramount constitutional obligation to protect human rights.’56 After this observation,
it is not a surprise that there are academic voices57 noting that ‘viewed from this perspective
the EU may indeed not yet have been fully transformed into a Human Rights Organization’.58
The only thing the EU has achieved so far is to merely incorporate fundamental rights in its
free movement theory and build a human rights ‘dimension’ of the internal market. The
fundamental freedoms were always the core;59 the rest ingredients of the EU legal order were
developed as their necessary concomitants. Even citizenship was always the addendum of the
four freedoms: anti-Brexit rhetoric in the dawn of Britain’s leave from EU echoed the
mentality that, away from Europe and its economic integration, no Europeanness is
conceived.60 European Union is an economic union; if the economic benefits are lifted, there
is no such thing as European citizenship.
These developments lead us to deduce the conclusion that the Charter of Fundamental
Rights aims at highlighting the fundamental rights mainly in relation to acts of the Union
institutions: the application of the Charter in relation to the acts of the Member States is
meant to be a simple codification of existing case law. Member States when exercising
discretion in a field occupied by EU law are bound by their national guarantees, so the
domestic fundamental rights should be the main source of protection against acts of the
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Austria, Judgment of 12 June 2003, Full Court’ [2003] 40 Comm. Market L. Rev., 1508.
57 See, for example, Sybe A. de Vries, ‘Tensions within the internal market: The functioning of the internal
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Member States. The Charter should function as the main tool for the EU institutions; for the
national authorities it would serve only as a safety net.
2.2[b] National Identity Factor: Endless Rain into a Paper Cup
There is an actual danger in case of a broad application of the Charter to national measures
for an important loss of national autonomy and sovereignty, and also of the constitutional
diversity, which forms part of the national identity of each State.61 The Court does want to
avert this danger and this is the reason it keeps having a more prudent stance. It is true that
it is not always receptive to fundamental rights discourse – it rather advantages the integration
goals instead. The Viking case, as mentioned before, is an example of this Court practice: in
this case, applying the combined effect of the application of the Treaty free movement rights
and the substitution of the EU standard of fundamental rights for the domestic one, had the
effect to weaken rather than strengthen the protection of non-economic rights in the national
level.
In total, this conservative, self-confined approach by the Court seems to annul all the
efforts set forth through the consolidation of the Charter text as primary law in the EU legal
context. If this continues, then the fact that the Charter is strictly binding along with the
founding treaties will be void letter and the text will be stripped down to a declaratory
instrument. A broader application of the Charter should be promoted: the EU citizens (i.e.
the Union’s demos)62 do have the expectation from the European Union to afford them not
only economically-oriented rights, like the ones linked to free movement; a common
standard of protection along the Union is also desirable.63 Also, the Charter can be seen as
the ‘constitutional glue’ in a Union with obvious signs of fatigue originating from a
mechanistic integration, driven by mere fiscal goals; the recent financial crisis proved this. 64
If the Charter takes part in such a kind of effectiveness, it will play a wrong role weakening
instead of strengthening the protection of the individuals.
Not so many things have changed in relation to the Court’s methodology applying its
famous ‘proportionality test’, after the Charter’s enactment. The main tendency is a soft
implementation, allowing the national court to protect a national constitutional standard
against the European principle of free movement. Tridimas calls that the ‘integration model’,
based on value diversity which views national constitutional standards not as being in a
competitive relationship with the economic objectives of the Union, but as forming part of
its polity.65 The idea was confirmed by the Court in the famous case Sayn-Wittgenstein66, which
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made a special reference to the Article 4(2) TEU mentioning the obligation the Union has to
respect the national identities of the Member States, including their status as a Republic.67
The reason of these choices of the ECJ may lay on the idea that there is an equivalence
of protection throughout the various Member States – however, is there any possibility for
the EU institutions to enforce this believed standard of protection? The application of the
nuclear provision of Article 7 is not of any importance so far – so how the EU central organs
safeguard the fundamental rights across the Union? The only solution seems to be a more
courageous implementation of the Charter by the Court in the cases that definitely fall under
the EU law scope, and a possible expansion to what is considered to fall under it. Until
Member States cannot guarantee a satisfactory level of fundamental rights protection then
the EU instruments should be used in a larger amplitude, for an appropriate level protection
to be achieved.
However, the most realizable suggestion came from Advocate General Trstenjak, in
her Opinion in the case Commission v. Germany.68 There, Advocate General recommended a
more ‘truth-lies-somewhere-in-the-middle’ kind of solution, as she tried to include a
bidirectional test of proportionality. In other words, according to Advocate General, it is
necessary to examine not only whether the restriction of a fundamental freedom for the
benefit of fundamental rights’ protection satisfies the proportionality test; also, one should
examine whether the restriction of a fundamental right for a fundamental freedom is
appropriate and necessary. This is a ‘double proportionality test’, constituting an attempt to
cover both the ends of the normative spectrum. A quite similar formula was chosen to be
followed in the Schmidberger case, where the national authorities of Austria were given a
margin of discretion regarding the demonstration under discussion. They could assess the
impact of the demonstration to the free movement of goods themselves, and also consider
the effect of this possible banning on the fundamental rights of speech and assembly.
It is more than obvious that this suggestion bears the sperm of the third element of
the proportionality test, the stricto sensu proportionality, offering an approach which is closer
to the true meaning of ‘balancing’. An effort close to this approach was made by the Court
also in Volker & Schecke case,69 in conjunction with Article 52 of the Charter.
In any case, a proposal like this, far more well-balanced than the previous one
systematically applied by the Court, is pretty much welcome. Resorting to an ad hoc
approach, with no stable and consistent standards, offering no guarantees and ending up to
undermining the rights aspect in almost every time, is not a solution anymore. The Court has
to wake up and see the truth: it may be not a ‘human rights court', but EU legal order is now
transforming into a human rights order. It has to synchronize its methods with this reality.

3

AND THE WAVES THEY GET SO HIGH: FRESH NEW
CHALLENGES

The assessment procedure described above was inherently flawed, as it entailed personal
opinion intrusion to a large extent and it bore the risk for arbitrary decisions, taken according
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to non-transparent and peremptory tests. However, what can be noted is that the same
problem was also detected in the reverse balance procedure, i.e. in the course of a horizontal
application of the four freedoms rule.
3.1 IT’S DECREED THE PEOPLE RULE: THE SOCIAL INCLUSION PROBLEM
As the EU law was unfolding its normative power in the framework of a market mainly, what
was evident from the first days of the EU edifice was that the free movement provisions had
to be directly applied to the private operators of the market. This led to the free movement
law to be applied to the actions of private parties. And while their vertical effect was always
self-evident, the extent to which the four freedoms were influencing private parties’ position
was a controversial matter. Driven by the need for effective and uniform application of the
four freedoms dogma, the Court held in Walrave and Koch70 that the ‘freedoms set of rules
would be applied to actions coming from private parties and aiming at regulating in a
collective manner gainful employment and the provisions of services’.71 For this application
to take place, the actions had to fall under the category of employment or services in a
collective manner. Also, the Court set the criterion of the abstention from a statist view: the
obstacles to free movement had to be the derivative of ‘the exercise of legal autonomy’ of
private parties. In other words, this meant that the private party had to be in a position of
independence from other institutions.
However, this approach showed a kind of assessment which was identical to the one
the Court implemented for the rights, as previously indicated. In a ‘backwards’ stream of
thought, the Court was identifying the restriction, and then used it to justify the direct effect
of the free movement provisions.72 No independent evaluation of the direct effect issue was
involved. In other words, the Court was extremely eager to intervene in freedoms’ favor·
however, this intervention was fluent, variable and totally one-sided. On the other hand, as
unreasoned as it was, such an intervention seldom happened for the rights’ safeguarding.
3.1[a] Horizontal Application: Bauer
That this be, the question is what could be done for the rights’ easier direct implementation.
If we closely examine the human rights system in the EU framework, we can come to the
conclusion that there is an available mechanism which can strengthen their implementation.
The horizontal applicability of the rights is an apparatus borrowed from the international law
field; however, its utility on an EU-level is indisputable, since in the Union environment,
many non-State actors are in a position to greatly affect individuals’ benefits resulting from
their rights.
ECJ has many times come across the horizontal application question, however the
question was always closely interwoven to the chapter of the possible direct effect of
directives. More specifically, the Court in 2005 attempted a leapfrog ahead: despite the fact
that until then it did not perceive the problem as such, in the Mangold case it ruled that
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directives which embody an EU law principle can produce a direct effect and consequently
can be invoked in a private parties’ relationship.
This innovative development stirred up many discussions in the legal sphere, the main
of them being ‘is the Mangold effect still applied if the Directive concretizes a provision of
the Charter?’.73 The Court gave its first answer on the subject in AMS case.74 There, the
bench ruled that a Charter provision (Article 27 in the present case) could not be a directly
applicable piece of legislation, and its particularization by a Directive could not justify the
Mangold rationale. The pretext for this exclusion was a mind game from the Court’s part: it
contended that in Mangold the general principle could be directly invokable, since it was the
requirement for no discrimination on the grounds of age. On the contrary, in AMS the
provision of the Charter was not by then invokable, as there was no further legislation to
enact it. It was also involved in a rather dishonorable series of arguments, implying that
Article 27 of the Charter being discussed in AMS was not a right according to Article 51(2)
of the Charter, but rather a ‘principle’. However not clearly stated in the decision text, this
reasoning outlined the picture of a supranational entity which does not have the strength to
utilize the prerogatives yielded to it from the Member States, and only abandons itself in a
self-consuming, empty legalism.
Fortunately, later on, the Court seemed to rephrase its position taken in AMS. First,
in the Egenberger75 case, the Court underlined the horizontality’s importance, stating that the
prohibition of discrimination ‘is sufficient in itself to confer on individuals a right which they
may rely on as such in disputes between them in a field covered by EU law’.76 However, the
court has an obligation to balance competing fundamental rights of both parties to the
dispute, so the fundamental rights of one individual are limited by the fundamental rights
that may be derived from the Charter by other individuals.77
This line of thinking was preserved and further reinforced in a subsequent ruling, in
respect with the area of employment and social fundamental rights, traditionally managed
with caution and circumspection by the Court. In Bauer,78 the Court examined the horizontal
applicability of Article 31(2) of the Charter (the right to paid annual leave) and it came to the
conclusion that this provision is of a mandatory and unconditional character. According to
the ruling, workers can rely on such a right in disputes between them and their employer in
a field where EU law applies, and therefore is in the scope of the Charter. 79 The mere fact
that the Charter is in principle directed to the Member States and the EU institutions does
not mean that it precludes the application of it to the private parties’ level.80 With its ruling
Daniel Sarmiento, ‘Sharpening the Teeth of EU Social Fundamental Rights: A Comment on Bauer’ (2018)
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in Bauer, the Court shifted from its traditional stance and affirmed the articles of the Charter
as imperative rules which can be brought in private parties’ disputes. What can guarantee this
result, is the interaction between the Charter and the pertinent Directive.
Consequently, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the horizontal applicability
has unequivocally been included in the fundamental rights establishment, as it is
comprehensive enough taking after the Charter. This is quite a useful development, since the
‘the 21st century Leviathan is often a beast of a private nature’, as it has successfully been
said.81
The European Union of nowadays is a heavily integrated organization from an
economic perspective; however, it is not only this. The social and political reality which
accompanies the economic integration require a uniform approach to the various aspects of
the citizens’ activities. The common denominator of these activities should be the
implementation of the fundamental rights. This should penetrate all dimensions of the EU
exercise, the economic activity included. That was stressed out in Bauer, where the Court
emphasized that ‘the fundamental rights guaranteed in the legal order of the European Union
are applicable in all situations governed by EU law’.82 The fact that the Court articulated the
value the horizontal application has for the first time in a social rights context is another
small victory. As clearly indicated in the Viking and Laval cases, the social security field was
a quite afflicted one by the freedoms’ preferential implementation. The fact that ECJ
explicitly ruled in favor of horizontal application in a dispute between an employer and an
employee may be translated as the Court equipping the chorea of social rights with effective
legal protection.
3.1[b] Topfit & Biffi: Harmonizing EU’s Rights?
However, a direct obligation to protect the fundamental rights was imposed by the Union in
a framework much more unexpected than that of employment– the one of athletics. In a
ruling deciding on sports, the Court broadened the scope of what was protected under EU
law. Differentiating from the traditional interpretations applying until then, the Court said
that, subject to EU law, were not only the activities which could be considered economic,
but all the obligations resulting from the various provisions of the Treaty. 83 In Bauer, the
Court added that ‘the fundamental rights guaranteed in the legal order of the European
Union are applicable in all situations governed by EU law’.84 This unusual approach led to
the conclusion that practicing any sport activity which is subordinate to the law of the Union
can be perceived as the tangible realization of the fundamental rights and freedoms enshrined
in the Charter by individuals. The Union jumped in the observance of these rights, abolishing
the clearly economic nature of an activity if a right was to be protected.
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The same outcome was noticed in a later judgment also concerning sports, i.e Topfit
and Biffi.85 The case was deciding on dual careers of students performing at the same time as
athletes. It was a case having consequences linked to the freedom of movement since,
according to the Commission, ‘athletes represent one of the most internationally mobile parts
of the European population’.86 Under those conditions, it would be impossible to risk the
athletes’ right to access the sporting events they were interested in on a non-discriminatory
basis because of the lack of harmonization of national laws and regulations.87
The main implication about this case was, as it is easily understood, the particular
nature of the athletes’ career: the subjects of EU law in this case, being students and
sportsmen at the same time, were exercising a non-economic sporting activity. However, the
nature of the activity did not hold the Court back from ruling in favor of the rights’ integrity.
At that, the Court did not hesitate to go one step further and state that EU law must be
interpreted as precluding a national provision relating each time to the case. In this way, the
judgment, developing an erga omnes binding effect moved to the direction of creating a de
facto level of harmonization of Members’ States legislation. This is what prominent members
of the academy and lawyers meant when they were ascertaining that the decision did its small
bit to the direction of integration in the field of rights.
This integration is closely linked to the EU law-making procedure. In the field of sport,
just like the one of education, Union has a supporting competence, meaning that it cannot
replace the respective competence coming from the Member States, and that legally binding
acts of the Union for these areas shall not entail any kind of harmonization of the Members’
laws. The bold move from ECJ was that in Topfit and Biffi it ruled contra to this notion. Despite
the sport was regulated in this field, the Court, ignoring Advocate General Tanchev’s
divergent opinion,88 proceeded to decide that leisure activities like sports justify for the
persons to move freely pursuing their practice of an amateur sport in another Member State.
The decision marked an intersection for the EU case-law, as it brought two
innovations: first, it stretched the boundaries of the supporting competences in EU, in order
to serve a greater purpose; and second, it brought into the fore the indirect effect of
harmonizing the Member States’ national legislating through the implementation of a right,
the right to leisure and amateur sporting activities. It is really interesting that the Court
decided to rule these developments in a decision relating to second-rate sportsmanship of
minor importance. The effort is even more surprising if someone thinks that EU’s supreme
court had previously ignored the same possibility in cases which were of much more
significance, like the ones involving social security rights. The fact that Topfit and Biffi was
about amateurs and not workers stroke many people, questioning the whole priority list the
Court mentally sets. Amateur athletics is of course a pastime with remarkable benefits;
Case C-22/18 TopFit e.V. and Daniele Biffi v Deutscher Leichtathletikverband e.V. [2019], EU:C:2019:497.
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however, since it does not put at stake rights of great gravity, like that of fair working
conditions or that of social protection, it was surprising that the Court was so zealous about
it. Nevertheless, the value of this decision should be highlighted, irrespectively of the
motivation behind it. It created much more space for the fundamental rights in EU, and it
shook the realm of the ‘economicism’ in Europe. Its contribution will be greatly appreciated,
especially in the face of new challenges ahead.
3.2 A SMILE FROM A VEIL: NON-PRIVACY & ANONYMITY
From the decade of 2000s on, a new destabilizing factor came to be added in the truncated
culture of EU in regard with human rights. The zeitgeist of the digital technologies
contributes to a blurred image the subjects of the law have nowadays for their position in the
society, for the others, even for themselves. Consequently, these technologies have a massive
impact on the human rights area, too. They fragment the direct democratization process by
intervening in the comprehensive information flow, and they distort possible accountability
processes on a continuous basis. An example of this intervention is the dreary events in
France during the public transport strikes last year. Three of the country’s most active
transport syndicates saw their pages to be blocked from Facebook, so their content could
not disseminate information either to workers or to the public.89 The result of this sui generis
censorship was that almost 20,000 people were not able to reach the news streaming
regarding the employees’ mobilization and subsequently not able to form a knowledgeable
opinion.90 But the intervention is not only positive, meaning the ban of freedom of speech
and association, but also negative, since in the online environment phenomena like
harassment, intrusion of privacy or even violence are quite often nowadays.
The business model sustaining this problematic situation has once been named
‘surveillance capitalism’.91 Because of the large capitalization of the sector, respecting human
rights is taken as an externality no one is willing to be charged. The scheme is not effective
from a competition standpoint and the tech-giants constantly try to avoid it. It would be
premature and inequitable to blame EU that its legal framework nourishes this very model.
However, the traditional dipole of ‘freedoms or rights’ might be considered to facilitate the
commodification of personal data;92 this becomes very evident in the case of the ‘big four’
of the technology services, i.e. Apple, Facebook, Google and Amazon.
The major players of the field are heavily and systematically involved in
commercialization of private information and no adequate remedy can be claimed against
them. Uber was about to face fines for keeping data breach secret,93 just like Facebook after
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a big scandal in 2019, caused by the social media platform’s tendency to ‘play fast and loose’
with its users’ privacy. Facebook was found to put its users in online security risk in 2019, as
almost 419 million user records (like phone numbers and passwords) were traced down in
an unprotected server domain, at risk for serious hacking incidents or potential leakage. 94
Previously the same year, similar Facebook data were found exposed on Amazon servers
leading community to think that at this point we may use Facebook at our own risk. 95 The
Cambridge Analytica-scandal96 gave us a strong flavor of what an unlawful use of personal
data might be: scary and Orwellian, dangerous to lead even to ‘unperson’ practices. So, does
EU roll its eyes in front of such practices, in the expense of people’s individual rights?
The main vehicle for facing such breaches from EU’ s part has always been imposing
financial sanctions (anti-trust and competition policy fines included). Again, a pro-market
consideration takes precedence and becomes the suggested solution fοr the Union. After the
investigation on the social media platforms which took place in 2018 was concluded,
Facebook reviewed its Terms and Conditions in order to clearly explain how the company
handles its users’ data to develop profiling activities and target advertising to finance their
company.97 However, even this reform was not taken as an interference for the human rights
standards to be raised; it was seen rather as consumer empowerment, than a human rights
stance. As Commissioner Jourová said in her statement: ‘Today Facebook finally shows
commitment to more transparency and straight forward language in its terms of use. […] By
joining forces, the consumer authorities and the European Commission, stand up for the
rights of EU consumers’.98 The text stresses out the importance of safeguarding clear
information and explaining the digital space policies for the consumers’ sake, and not for any
respect for fundamental rights to be attained. EU’ s subjects are economic operators in the
integrated market, i.e. consumers directing their purchasing power towards a specific drift,
not people needing to safeguard a high level of respect because of their inherent value.
At the end, Commission asked the regional data protection authorities to investigate
Facebook’s streaming of data to Cambridge Analytica, an investigation which led to the
imposition of a tremendous fine to the social networking platform: 1 million euros dictated
from the Italian privacy regulator, the biggest levy in connection to the misuse of people’s
data until that time.99 The UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office also hit the company

Davey Winder, ‘Unsecured Facebook Databases Leak Data of 419 Million Users’, forbes.com (5 September
2019) <https://www.forbes.com/sites/daveywinder/2019/09/05/facebook-security-snafu-exposes-419million-user-phone-numbers/> accessed: 17 October 2020.
95 Seth Fiegerman and Donie O’Sullivan, ‘Hundreds of millions of Facebook records exposed on Amazon
cloud servers’, cnn.com (3 April 2019) <https://edition.cnn.com/2019/04/03/tech/facebook-recordsexposed-amazon/index.html> last access: 17 October 2020.
96 Julia Carrie Wong, ‘The Cambridge Analytica scandal changed the world – but it didn’t change Facebook’,
theguardian.com (18 March 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/mar/17/thecambridge-analytica-scandal-changed-the-world-but-it-didnt-change-facebook> accessed 17 October 2020.
97 Commission, Facebook changes its terms and clarify its use of data for consumers following discussions
with the European Commission and consumer authorities (Press Release, 9 April 2019)
<https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_2048> accessed 11 October 2020.
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April 2019) <https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/04/09/facebook-bows-eu-demands-endmisleading-use-personal-data/> accessed 10 October 2020, (emphasis added).
99 Mark Scott, ‘Facebook fined € 1M over Cambridge Analytica scandal’, politico.com (28 June 2019)
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with a huge penalty, implementing European data protection rules.100 In other words,
Commission has chosen to speak to the Big Tech in a language they understand: money.
Making money is the utmost purpose of companies using data-hungry mechanisms in a way
which builds a very self-serving relationship with the concept of human rights. As
information is the 21st century currency, imposing fines to them does not contribute to the
solution of the problem in any way: in the opposite, it further pushes forward the
monetization of data. Nevertheless, if we accept the perspective that personal data is like a
tradeable commodity, then the social aspect of the privacy and its self-development
advantages fall apart. It is a model bolstered even since the ‘70s, through a cynical economic
analysis of law. Back then, even without the excessive interconnection of computers and
social networking, personal information was appraised as having value to others, and that
others would incur costs to discover it.101 This resulted in ranking privacy and information
as intermediate goods, namely instrumental values, driving utterly to financial gain. This
notion drives society to a very neoliberal version of human rights,102 similar to the one
developed by the Chicago school of economics: there is a possibility for the people who have
fewer resources to sell their personal records, as a lucrative activity, in the environment of an
economy which depends on big data more and more.
This is one more example where EU falls short of advocating human rights over
economic freedoms. In fact, the Union systematically, thoroughly and easily suspends the
rights implementation for the financial growth’s sake: it is well-known that tech champs as
Google is, yield to Commission great deals of money, even these monies do not come from
the expected sources. For the financial year 2018, for instance, the fines paid from Google
were escalated up to $5.1 billion, compared to income taxes of just $4.2 billion. In other
words, Google paid more money in EU fines than it paid in taxes, but this does not make
any difference to the Union. As long as it earns money, the latter will not act to the
companies’ substantial detriment.
3.2[a] Schrems I & II: Waking Up to Ash and Dust
The ECJ started to expand its oversight into the area of the digital surveillance, starting from
the Digital Rights Ireland103 case. There, building upon the Kadi-line of case-law,104 the Court
ruled that if any kind of digital interaction of the citizens is kept for future intelligence reasons
and law enforcement purposes, then undesirable lattermaths are plausible in the sphere of
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individuals’ private life.105 However, the turning point came with the Maximilian Schrems
case.106
In the Schrems saga, the Court seemed to come to awareness of the pervasive nature a
data collection program could have, invalidating the key mechanism for EU-US data transfers
for two times in a row. Maximilian Schrems, an Austrian privacy rights activist filed a
complaint with the Irish courts, criticizing the incompatibility of US surveillance programs
and existing EU law permitting transfers to the US. Under the EC’s Safe Harbor Decision,107
the US data importers were able to ‘self-certify’ that they provided essentially equivalent
protection to that guaranteed under EU law, including the protection of fundamental rights
under the EU Charter. Schrems’ complaint was about this very specific provision as, in the
light of Edward Snowden disclosures, he thought that these arrangements were not adequate
for ensuring private data protection. After the Hight Court of Ireland made a referral to ECJ,
the latter took the stance that Safe Harbor did not afford the equivalent level of protection
to that provided on an EU level, ending up to its invalidation.108
It was a shining example of the Court that it did condemn not only the governmental
surveillance as usual, but also an evident misuse of data coming from private operators.
Facebook and other similar companies relied on decisions which enabled data transfers if the
protection achieved was tantamount to that afforded by EU laws. The invalidation of the
Safe Harbor scheme leads to a startling conclusion regarding the status of the freedom of
data, as opposed to the four fundamental freedoms of EU law. Unlike the traditional
freedoms, the free flow of personal data in EU is not enshrined in the EU treaties, but only
in pieces of secondary law, the main of them being the Data Protection Regulation. 109 From
a technical standpoint, the online data freedom is subordinated to the other freedoms, lacking
a status of primacy.110 This holds special gravity if someone thinks that its main rival, i.e. the
right to privacy and anonymity, has been bestowed the status of primary law, as it is
introduced in the Charter of Fundamental Rights, and also protected through a special article
in TFEU.111
After the invalidation of Safe Harbor, the Irish DP Authority asked Schrems to
reformulate its complaint. Schrems acted accordingly, and this time his application was
mainly directed against Facebook’s data transfers outside EU based on SCCs (Standard
Contractual Clauses), the alternative to Safe Harbor. He especially claimed that the protection
could not be of the same quality in US, because of the obligation of private companies in the
105 In
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States to provide access to personal data to public authorities under US surveillance
programs. In essence, he was arguing against the Privacy Shield Framework signed between
US and EU.
The Schrems decisions were in fact turned against the practice of ‘contracting out’ data
across the Atlantic. The Court ruled with clarity that DPAs should take action against
irregular transfers and this induces changes for the usual private companies’ activities. As
pointed out,112 what is at stake is the $7.1 trillion economic relationship between EU and US;
this has to remain intact. That is why the US government insists supporting that the
protection under its national security laws ‘meets’ and ‘exceeds’ the safeguards ‘in foreign
jurisdictions, including Europe’. So, the Commission and the US Department of Commerce
have to seek for another solution for EU companies to contract out the protection for human
rights in case the public authorities are unwilling to ensure it.
However, Schrems cannot be directly linked to the intra-European freedom of trade: it
is clearly an interpretation having also exoteric echoes, in relation to EU’s federal competitive
force, and not a set of standards with exclusively internal influence. Schrems II decision was
amplifying the scope of the ruling effects not only in transfers of data from EU to USA, but
also to all transfers of personal data from EU to countries outside the EEA. 113 In other
words, does Europe have double standards, being strict to its antagonists and resilient
towards its own democracies?114 That remains to be seen.
3.2[b] Faster Than a Cannonball: What’s Next?
The Schrems decision made very obvious that the EU personal data transmission guarantees
have universal application. The ruling effectively terminated the privileged access that US
companies had over personal information from data pools like Facebook, baptizing EU a
prominent defender of the very much needed anonymity. This being said, one can
understand that the certain title entails responsibility: if EU likes to see itself as a global
standard setting actor,115 it has to take substantial action, and not to pay mere lip service to
the data freedom. The Union has to duly respect the personal information of its subjects,
which, in the age of media, form the very core of their personality. This respect lies in the
heart of the EU commitment for democracy and fundamental rights. The fact that EU
chooses to consistently oppose this right to the freedom of goods or the freedom of capitals,
takes down the whole narrative of EU as the champion of the right to privacy.
Furthermore, EU does not seem amenable to start the conversation for the real bitter
pills to swallow. It eagerly takes initiatives to discuss topics like the notorious right to be
forgotten or the right to object to data processing (the celebrated ‘consent question’), but it
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does not encourage the public dialogue on hot topics like the ownership regime of the data.
This failure clearly demonstrates that EU misses the real question: this is not about
individuals, but about collectivity. Brussels bureaucrats insist to centre this debate around the
individual and not the community. However, the digital rights are not a private affair. They
are the expression of a wider concern, presenting mass characteristics and having collective
implications. The digital footprint, for instance, the unique set of the traceable digital
activities someone manifests in an online environment, incarnates this exact notion, as it is
created, detected and used always in respect to others. It is released by a user for the purpose
of sharing information about someone by means of websites or social media, meaning in the
course of an interactive process. Being an isolated, self-centered function, this process would
not have any worth: it is this impact the information has to the rest of the community that
defines its value. It is also the same for the meta-data digital forms: these descriptive elements
have grown an impact on one’s professional life, private affairs or behavioral traits, because
of their statistical and referential relative value.
Seeing the data problem as a phenomenon remote from other social aspects and
adopting a kind of neoliberal perception for the civil rights represents a threat for the
collective systems the regional organizations like EU have failed to protect. The fact that
during recent years civil society has brought landmark data protection challenges in the
courts116 is indicative of a legal void which is quite tangible at the time. Citizens feel that they
are left hanging between the tech colossus’ interests and the EU’s reluctance to harm a
significant market, a choice which can be solvent for the democratic nucleus of the Union
itself. Ahead of these developments, they decide to take over the reins and start efforts to do
justice.
It seems that EU still does not have a plan as to how to move forward. Trapped in a
pompous rhetoric regarding its position as the patron of privacy, it denies itself as it tolerates
data misuses on its ground, doing nothing but imposing fines. The future will be demanding,
and if someone is to respond to it, then it is better to act on the substance, not the form. It
is the only way forward, in an era of computers.

4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

What was attempted in the previous pages, was an evaluation of the ‘balance of terror’
between fundamental rights and freedoms, the two propositions of a long-held dualism in
EU. The ongoing evaluation process taking place inside the EU institutions in general puts
at stake fundamental rights status continuously. Each time a fundamental freedom is under
examination, the rights’ status becomes asthenic, as they are seen as an exemption to the rule,
not as a comprehensive legal regime. The Court itself seems to affirm this observation.
Despite the fact that there were some examples of real balancing work, like Schmidberger, the
rest of the case-law seems to confirm a sad statistic: in the majority of the cases, freedoms
take head over rights in a predetermined course, ending up to evaluate freedoms as too
valuable to be sacrificed. Viking and Laval are characteristic examples of this mentality, even
if the importance of their facts was broadly recognized. So, the most the fundamental rights
Except Digital Rights Ireland case brought before CJEU, see also Roman Zakharov v Russia (2015) Application no
47143/06 and 10 Human Rights Organisations and Others v. the United Kingdom Application 24960/15, both before
ECtHR, regarding surveillance regimes violating human rights.
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will ever have in the EU legal framework is being a self-standing category of exception
grounds.
The Court of the Union has evolved to be the undisputable hegemon of the EU
establishment: its legacy influences the political and economic choices in a decisive way. Its
sophisticated culture promoting legal cosmopolitanism and constitutional pluralism has gone
to lengths no other court has gone. But is this a justification for the activist approach it adopts
many times, in the detriment of fundamental rights? Even if someone accepts the reality that
personal movement rights of EU citizens should be safeguarded against social protectionism
or heavy forms of statism, this does not supersede the fact that the Court most of the times
leans towards the economic integration on every cost.
The new realities emerging due to the extended use of technology bring along new
tendencies in the field of the dilemma ‘freedoms or rights’. Members of the civil society and
other social factors swing into action, transforming into what EU, in a narcistic way, thinks
it has become: a guardian of the fundamental rights. And despite the fact that the Union
conducts in a complacent manner regarding the safeguarding of confidentiality of data, as it
was the crucial regulator in the field, the latter is not true. EU might waste much energy on
the data debate; however, it does not take essential action towards the big companies’
scandals and misconducts. It insists seeing financial penalties as the most appropriate
response to practices which undermine rights over profit. Its myopic view is not corrected
even after realizing that this tactic has no results: the companies pay the fines and then keep
falling in failures, putting at risk people’s personal lives.
Networking degradation due to the Union’s incompetence is of course a development
no one wishes for - and most of all, community itself. But this should not entail a subsequent
undermining of the rights’ fundamental status. If Europe is to understand and overcome the
difficulties facing after the advent of a financial crisis, it must deny a privileged position to
the freedoms. Only if the two fundamentals enjoy the same status stability, unity and evergreater harmonization will be attained the upcoming years.
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